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Venus lady gaga meaning

Connecting your Samsung device is easier than ever. With Samsung SideSync 3.0† and Quick Connect™††††, you can share content and work easily between your Samsung tablet, smartphone, and personal computer. Make the most of your tablet's time with powerful multitasking tools. Easily open two apps side by side so you can browse photos while
browsing online. Check your social media and social calendar at the same time. With Multi Window*** on Galaxy Tab A, you can do more, faster. Kids Mode gives parents peace of mind while providing a colorful and attractive place for children to play. Easily manage what your kids access and how long they use them, while keeping your own documents
private. Available for free from Samsung Galaxy Essentials™, Kids Mode keeps your content — and more importantly, your kids' – safe and secure. Microsoft® Office® works as hard as you do— just click on every Microsoft icon® Office to download for free from Galaxy Apps. Review and save changes in Microsoft® Word. Make edits in Microsoft®
PowerPoint and Microsoft® Excel. And easily work on the same document across devices, knowing your content and formatting will remain intact. Plus, with an additional 100 GB of storage on Microsoft® OneDrive™, free for two years, you can store all your favorite photos, videos, and documents in one place.†† Make each tablet experience on its own with
Galaxy Tab A Multi User Mode. Save your favorite settings and apps under individual login. Keep your personal information safe even when others are logged in. With a separate login and customized for everyone, you can comfortably share the Galaxy Tab A. Comfortable with touch and light in your hands, you'll never want the Galaxy Tab A Too far. Never
has a tablet become a better friend. With enhanced front and rear cameras on the Galaxy Tab A, you'll never miss another shareable moment. Capture all the action with a continuous shot setting. Quickly switch between camera and video modes. And make each image better with autofocus. Switching to the new Galaxy Tab A has never been simpler—or
smarter. With Samsung Smart Switch®, do you have the freedom to move your contacts, music, and other media from iOS and Windows OS to your New Galaxy Tab A.**** About running out of battery? Ultra Power Saving Mode turns off non-essential apps so you get maximum battery life for your tablet when you need it most. ††† Smart, customizable, and
easy to use, Android™ OS Lollipop 5.0 is designed to work perfectly all your Google apps. Whether you want to catch up on emails or listen to your favorite playlists, you'll find everything waiting for you as soon as you log in. And with over 13.1 million apps available on Google Play™, you can find what you need, whenever you need it.***** Enjoy more of
your favorites photos, movies, and games on the go with a microSD card™ expands your tablet's memory to 400GB. Features and specifications are subject to change without prior notice Android™ 5.0, Lollipop up to 400GB Wi-Fi Kid-friendly ENERGY STAR® Certified OS Processor Category Carrier Color Size Camera Battery Memory Network
Connectivity Display Key Features Audio Video Business &amp;amp; Office Sensor Type Package Contents Global Download Center SAMSUNG is not responsible, and not responsible, with respect to whether such products or services will be appropriate, functional or supported for SAMSUNG products or services available at your location. Yes, I have read
and accepted the End User License Agreement and Privacy Policy Order with confidence. Safe and contact-free two-day delivery. LEARN MORE Free returns are extended up to 15 days after delivery. LEARN MORE the $0 plan is down and 24 to 36 months are available for most items. LEARN MORE Features and specifications are subject to change
without prior notice. *Based on laboratory testing. The results may vary. Battery power consumption depends on factors such as network configuration, operator network, signal strength, operating temperature, selected features, vibrate mode, backlight settings, browser usage, call frequency, and sound, data and other application usage patterns. ** Requires
additional free download from My KNOX. The full Samsung Knox Suite is available for an additional license fee. Multi Window does not support all applications. †Samsung Protection PlusSM sold separately. ††Port memory occupied by existing content. †††Memory sold separately. †††† Sale separately.© 2016 Samsung Electronics America, Inc. Samsung,
Galaxy Tab, SideSync, Smart Switch, Multi Window, S Pen and Quick Connect are all trademarks or registered trademarks of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. Use only in accordance with the law. The company name and other products mentioned may be trademarks of their respective owners. The screen image is simulated. Actual appearance may vary.
*Testing in laboratory conditions. Battery power consumption depends on factors such as network configuration, signal strength, operating temperature, selected features, vibrate mode, backlight settings, browser usage, call and voice frequency, data and other application usage patterns. †Galaxy Tab A and SideSync 3.0 are compatible with Samsung
Galaxy Note® 3 and later. Multi Window does not support all applications. ††Microsoft OneDrive™ free for two years. †††Based on laboratory testing. The results may vary. Battery power consumption depends on factors such as network configuration, operator network, signal strength, operating temperature, vibrate mode, backlight settings, browser usage,
call frequency, and sound, data and more Pattern. ††††Galaxy Tab A and Quick Connect are compatible with samsung Galaxy S® 4 and later. Please visit www.samsungsmartswitch.com list of compatible systems, platforms, devices and terms of use. Certain content (such as DRM-protected content) may not be compatible. Check out the terms and
conditions that apply with your content provider to ensure that you have the right to transfer content from your device in advance. App matching and recommendation systems aren't available on all devices. Google, Android, Google Play, and other brands are trademarks of Google Inc. Images are for illustrative purposes only and accessories are sold
separately. Features and Specifications are accurate at commercial launches but are subject to change without prior notice. Network : Bandwidth supported by the device may vary depending on region or service provider. Top reviews Recent top reviews Unexpected device updates give us hot android geeks fuzzies, and candidates for updates don't get
much less expected than budget tablets - but here we are. We have received some reports that Samsung's Galaxy Tab A, released in spring 2016, is being updated to Android 8.1 Oreo. It's not Pie, but I imagine users will take what they can get here. The meaty 1.2-gigabyte update includes not only Oreos, but also Android security updates through
November 2018, along with Samsung Experience 9.5. At least one tipster said the update has had a noticeable impact on device performance - not something you often hear about most forgotten tablets. If you've got Tab A sitting on a shelf somewhere, dust it if it's off, charge it, and update that bad boy. You'll need to be notified of the update, but otherwise
go to Settings &gt; About device updates &gt; Software and enjoy the newly refreshed media consumption device. Whether you're looking for a cheap tablet for Netflix binges throughout the weekend, or need something you can toss easily in a bag for a morning trip, Amazon isn't your only option. The Samsung Galaxy Tab A for $199.99 is an 8-inch slate
with decent specs and some software features that you won't find on competitors at the same price. And unlike Amazon's Fire tablet, you get unlimited access to the Google Play app store. That makes Tab A a solid budget-friendly option for Android media and gaming consumption, although Amazon's Fire HD 8 and HD 10 continue to offer stronger value for
your dollar. Samsung's midrange Design, Display and Connectivity A-series tablets are made with casual users in mind. Sizes in the Tab A family range 7 to 10.5 inches. For the most part, there are Wi-Fi and LTE variants for each tablet in the series, with LTE models coming in at about $50 premium, depending on the carrier. We tested an 8-inch Wi-Fi
model. Galaxy Tab A 8.0 sees slight improvements in design design Predecessor of 2015. The improved screen-to-body ratio makes it a little less squat, and the camera bumps on the back less clearly. The frame is constructed of fine polycarbonate while the back is a shiny aluminum shell that easily picks up fingerprints and stains. The slate measures 8.35
by 4.89 by 0.35 inches (HWD) and weighs 12.65 ounces. It's not the lightest tablet on the market, but we have no problem holding it on a busy train for a long drive home. And even though the frame is plastic, the overall build quality feels more solid than Amazon's Fire tablet. That said, we definitely recommend the case if the tablet will be used by children or
if you plan to use it for your daily trip. On the right side of Tab A, you'll find the rocker's power and volume buttons. Both are responsive and provide satisfying clicks when tapped. There is a microSD card slot on the left that holds up to 400GB of external storage in addition to 32GB of internal storage. The USB-C charging port is at the bottom, next to the
lower-firing speaker that provides all the audio. At 86 decibels, Tab A is loud enough to watch streaming video, but don't expect a high-end audio experience. Speakers sound hollow and lead at higher volumes. Decent display quality. The front panel is home to an 8-inch, 1,280-by-800 TFT display with 189 pixels per inch, just like you'll find on lenovo Tab 4 8
and Fire HD 8. The screen looks good for multimedia streaming, but the text and images are a little blurry. The brightness and point of view are excellent, so you should have no problem using slate in direct sunlight. Tab A supports 2.4 and 5GHz Wi-Fi, and we received excellent wireless coverage and connectivity on both bands in testing. Bluetooth 4.2 is
also available for wireless audio. This Tablet Processor, Battery and Camera is powered by a Qualcomm Snapdragon 425 processor that is 1.4GHz away. It is a common processor for budget tablets, although at the age of three, it is approaching its expiration date. There's also 2GB of RAM, making Tab A feel a little snappier than a tablet with 1 or 1.5GB of
RAM (like Fire HD 8). Applications open quickly and basic multitasking works seamlessly in testing. We can even play Asphalt 8 without any problems. However, we began to experience a slowdown once more than half a dozen applications were open. See How We Test The Battery Life of powerful Tablets. When streaming full-screen video over Wi-Fi at
maximum screen brightness, we managed to spend an impressive 6 hours and 37 minutes. It's a little longer than Fire HD 10 (6 hours and 14 minutes) and should easily get you through a long flight with use When it comes to cameras, the rear shooter of the 8 megapixel Tab A is overwhelmed in most circumstances (like most tablet cameras, especially at
this price). While daytime photos can be skipped, skipped, low-light graying and opaque photos. Performance on the 5-megapixel front sensor offers the same experience. Video calls can be skipped in bright rooms, but the quality is quickly degraded in low light. Tab A Ship Software and Features running Android 7.1, but there is an OTA udate to Android
Oreo 8.1 with Samsung Experience 9.5 after you remove it from the box. Samsung's custom UI has improved a lot over the last few years. Unfortunately, there are still some redundant applications such as Samsung Mail, Samsung Internet, and Samsung Notes that cannot be uninstalled. In addition to Samsung Experience 9.5, there are several other
developing software worth mentioning. Secure Folders allows you to point to a personal location on a tablet where you can store documents and secondary instances of apps that you want to keep from prying eyes. Samsung Flow allows you to share photos and information between your tablet and Samsung phone. And if you're a parent with a small child,
you'll definitely appreciate Kids Mode, an app that lets you create custom homepages with kid-friendly content. For the most part, Samsung's UI only adds small changes to the Android experience share. You still have access to almost any app on the Google Play Store, and can easily add your own custom skins. This is in stark contrast to Fire OS,
Amazon's custom UI that not only replaces the Play Store for the App Store itself, but also transforms the entire user experience. Fire OS is built to show off Amazon products and services and bears no resemblance to the interface you might already be familiar with if you're using an Android smartphone. That said, Fire OS is easier to use and offers more
guides to find content if you're unfamiliar with Android. Conclusion At $200, the Samsung Galaxy Tab 8.0 is well built, but a little pricey for what you get. Its compact size and long battery life make it a good choice for media consumption or basic productivity tasks on the go, especially if you want to access Google Play. However, if you're not actually sold in a
corner of Google Play, you should check out Amazon Fire HD 10. In addition to being $50 less than the Tab 8, it has a bigger and sharper look and performs better thanks to a more powerful processor. If you want to save more money, the Fire HD 8 is available for less than half the price of Tab A and offers a pretty similar experience from a hardware
perspective. See $104.99 in Amazon MSRP $199.99 Pro Access to the Google Play Store. Cons a little expensive for what you get. Samsung Galaxy Tab A 8.0 is a relatively affordable Android tablet with decent specs, but you can get bang a lot for your money if you don't need access to Google Play. Samsung Galaxy Tab A 8.0 Android Operating System
Specifications 8.1 Dimensions 8.4 by 4.9 by 0.4 inches Weight 12.7 oz Screen Size 8 inch Screen Resolution by CPU 800 pixels Qualcomm Snapdragon 425 Storage Capacity 32 GB Battery Life 5 hours, 51 minutes Best Tablet Choosing Tablet Product Comparison Further Reading
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